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Pluck on  New Work from Glasgow 

Thinking up this project was an exercise in making concrete those imagined links that connect 

places and people: a sense of a shared viewpoint, position or identity that allows a sympathy to 

emerge. Talking about fantasy projects that we would like to bring to life, we came back again 

and again to Glasgow: its relatively small size compared to its ambitions, its innovation and 

aspiration. We thought this connection through two Cork-based artists who had recently moved 

to the city to expand their own practices: Christabel Geary and James McCann. Since our first 

projects we have sought to work with artists who we believe are putting forward something fresh 

and vital, a practice that widens and distends art’s boundaries. With this our third curatorial 

venture our search brought us outside Ireland towards Scotland’s second city. 

In Glasgow we found work that shook. We were struck by the vibrancy and energy of neon 

colours, strange shapes and striking forms. We were captured by material, absorbed by 

construction, engrossed by structure. We were pleased to be quietly unsettled, to feel the 

pressure of being disconcerted without the content being explicitly troubling; to feel the world to 

be slightly at odds. We were amazed by light.  

Enthused by this work, we sought supporters for our plans: people who would trust our sense 

that it brought something new and exciting to Cork, that these practitioners were examining 

similar questions to our artistic community but from a different perspective that would add to 

the conversation being held here. We were lucky to find not just support but encouragement, 

backing and material assistance that have made the project possible. We are indebted to many in 

this project and would like to express here our sincere gratitude for helping us to bring it to life.  

Our thanks go to: Jean Brennan, Maeve Dineen, James Mullighan, Fiona Kearney, Catherine 

Fehily, Michael O’Sullivan, Ian Pickup, Mark Poland, Michael McCormack, Paul Prendergast, 

Sarah Hayden, Chris Clarke, Tadgh Crowley, Mary McCarthy, Dobz O’Brien, Trish Brennan, 

Nicola Carragher, Flavio Boggi,, Maeve Barry and all in general services and security. We would 

like to thank Cork City Council, University College Cork and the Cork Film Festival for their 

support of this project and to thank the artists – Ross Birrell, Paul Deslandes, Christabel Geary, 



Will Kendrick, Heather Lander, James McCann and Sara Moustafa – for their work and their 

dedication. 

This has been an exciting excursion for Pluck, our first to both extend beyond the City’s 

boundaries and to locate itself firmly in the heart of the institution where we met, have learned 

and occasionally taught. Our siting in UCC, taking temporary possession of the old dissection 

room, classrooms, storage cupboards and offices has given us a fitting venue for this work. Still 

resonant from their previous incarnations – most notably as the site of dissections for learning – 

these places await transformation. Linking together two educational institutions, our artists all 

being students, staff or alumni of the Glasgow School of Art, the critical lives of universities are 

brought together in this transitional space.   

New Work from Glasgow makes no claim for a unifying theme or a driving concept, though 

there are coherences and sympathies between practices. Instead, it seeks to stage a snapshot of 

the work that is being produced by artists at various stages of their careers in one of the UK’s 

most influential art schools. In bringing this work to Cork we seek to connect these second 

cities, university towns and artistic communities with this aesthetic proposition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Sarah Hayden       Glasgow: Cork 

Two cities that have more to them than they should. Cities whose reputations for progressive 

arts practices exist in equally inappropriate ratios to their size. And, often, inverse relation to 

their resources. Can I say cities with pluck?  

Near-strangers overheard in a London café talking about two alter-cities whose artspaces and 

artpeople are more familiar to (& more intimate with) each other than seems probable. Tripping 

over unexpected connections and intersections. Respective propensities for boxing out of their 

weightclass. The isometric translation of one artworld into another, both Cultural Capitals in 

their time. Co-sketching airy Venn diagrams of historic collaborations and crosscurrents with 

waved coffee-spoons. Exclamatory path-finding. Parallelism. People that might belong in either 

place. Some that have; many that do. 

Two places that occupy more airspace (sculptural-architectural-sonic-poetic-visual-audiovisual) 

than they should. Equi/valent: having built up a similar sort of charge, of power. Not—contra all 

touristic guff—owing to any quality innate to their indigenes but because of what happens in 

those cities, what can be done, what liberties can be taken (against the odds, notwithstanding, in 

spite of […]). Moving or staying here or there because of the gravitational pull exerted by an 

unstable, unquiet accretion of cultural memories//cultural possibilities. And because “it’s bigger 

on the inside”, this foment is compressed, in each instance, to a degree quasi-carbonic.  

New Work from Glasgow (in Cork) 

Six bodies of work laid out: multiple media, radical materials. Patterns inhere, awaiting disclosure. 

Fresh samples. New blood. Live dissection. A transnational transfusion is staged in the Anatomy 

Theatre.  

These puns proliferate in queasy accumulations. And yet, and still and all…. Let’s up scalpel and 

slice clear a sample: 



 

Heather Lander 

The black box records processes of investigation. Visual data spills into the space, testing and 

being tested by the eyes it enters, the eyes its probes. In thrall to acutes, obliques and mirrorical 

returns, the black box reflects upon the means by which forms are relayed through a sequence of 

transformations. Oil is transmuted into illusion. Perspex is flooded with kinetic potentiality. At 

each stage, discoveries material and perceptual are made. Fixity is fugitive, retinal dilemma 

results. The box knows no rest; its computations are endlessly generative. It neither sleeps nor 

eats but feeds on our expanding uncertainty. Its dynamo: our wondering gaze.  

Will Kendrick 

Sanding down the rubbing spots between planes of existence: real:virtual:botanical:human. 

Screenlives buffer as ancient artefacts are rebranded for mass consumption. Phantasies of sci-fi 

psychedelia assert parity with greenery from a plastic topos. Hierarchies bleed out in numerical 

freefall. Revolution creeps on crepe soles, holding something that is half lightsaber, half spirit-

level. In a holding space for those who shuttle between worlds, a wrap-round Goldilocks 

environment has been curated by a gloved and beneficent tickler of stamen. The 21st-century 

obliges with a Colour Me Beautiful consult. Those are some HD sepals.    

Christabel Geary 

Relieved of their regular duties, crypto-industrial forms bend and collapse into postures new. We 

see them sigh: extravagant displacements of breath no longer held. Vermicular conurbations 

project a pencil’s intrications into a third dimension. The circuit is pleasingly complete and 

vulnerability to input-output irregularities is rendered null. Colour charts are borrowed from the 

flatforms of tomorrow’s decal didacticism. Re-deployed in installations which refuse to make use 

of their speech bubbles, the ghosts of stultification manifest a gleeful refusal to stand up and 

look busy. This is the object à la dérive.  



James McCann 

The artist as sock, turned inside out, then thrown away because it stinks. As bare foot, wearing 

only stigmata, but which waves around wildly when a toe is stubbed. A making that spits on the 

first syllable of manufacture, getting some in its own eye. An exorcism of the dove turned 

honking albatross. Rubbing out a word with every drag of the sleeve. Clarity surrenders before 

massed transparencies. Currents set everything drifting, making all the old familiar Dreck mass 

up. Gyre. Arrows assert the relativisms of an order long dissolved. Words reach radially, 

compulsively, in vain. Or thicken with a sonic stickiness. The crash happens and happens until 

event/ually: repetition is the thing that brings relief. Flicking through the channels, fluorovividity 

entrances but does not presume to hold. All that is, occupying both sides of the membrane, 

shrieks until its voice runs dry.    

Ross Birrell 

Nouveau-ancient terrains have formed in a space once hallowed, now hollowed. Bitter dust of 

Insta-Past mix™ shaken over everything. Nacreous wastes overlooked by mouths frozen as they 

gasped; oversung by the elegizing of one violinist and the abraded muteness of another. A 

camera tracks over it all at the unhurried, disbelieving pace of the aftermath. Nothing to run 

from now, though knees are bent in readiness. Much else besides is held at unbecoming angles. 

Stuff mutters darkly of torqueing, of tearing, of matter pushed beyond integrity. Indignant. Only 

the grids prevail, leaded glass braced against what’s next.  

Paul Deslandes 

The object as charged surrogate. Super-solidity making the air sing. Elastoplast applied to the 

space formerly occupied by the icing that was eaten and eaten again. Advanced compositional 

analysis. Experiments conducted on the material constitution of the specimen. Its suspension 

and exposure to the air. A worm severed and observed without compunction—but in 

hyperawareness of its edges, of where the flesh of the thing wets the air. Absolutism enjoined to 

autocritique by traces of a material cross-contamination. An absence (a need?) everywhere is 

commemorated, then held in steel as though to keep it, too, from flying away.  



Sara Moustafa 

The support is neither a pipe nor an offcut from Beuys’ trousers. But it’s not what it purports to 

be either.1 Moustafa peels our pupils in readiness for contact with what lies beneath. She pulls a 

busy substrate into the white space, tracking tarry footprints and an indeterminable scatterstuff 

which speaks (snapcrackle&pop) of infrastructure made exoskeletal. Walls bear compromising 

loads. Underfloor systems break through and declare designs to marshal, discipline and direct 

your movement, not just now, but daily. Uncomfortable co-dependencies everywhere subtend. 

Pigment is politicized. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 On account of a visual connection established in childhood between freshly painted tar and molten cheddar on burnt batch, the author 

admits to experiencing a synaesthetic taste of cheese toastie on sight of newly painted doubleyellows.  



Ross Birrell 

 

 

 

 

Filmed in the remains of the burned out Mackintosh Library and the Glasgow School of Art in 
late December 2014 and early January 2015, A Beautiful Living Thing features a composition for 
solo violin devised from Mackintosh's description of a work of art performed inside the ruined 
library by Bill Chandler (RSNO). Camera: Hugh Watt. Producer: Jo Crotch. 

 



Paul Deslandes 

 

 

 

Deslandes' in depth fascination with anatomy, has formed the basis of his early training. Feeding 
on his practice as a figurative painter, Deslandes presents a new series of sculptural installation in 
UCC's former anatomy lab.  Now he hopes for the space to resonate with his lifelong wonder, 
drawing upon the work of Gallen, Vesalius and contemporary anatomists. Utilising this time in 
UCC’s old Anatomy Theatre, Paul hopes to have renewed reflection upon his entire body of 
work. With a new approach, the subject has renewed vigour, enabled by the mediums potential. 
Here human anatomy, and its powerful universality, becomes the focal point of conceptual 
ideals, harnessing its inherently visceral nature. Anatomisation becomes the focus point.  

 



Christabel Geary 

 

Christabel Geary’s work questions the language of functionality though the duality of 
(dis)functional objects. Her approach is to unpack meaning and reconstruct it, by processing 
materials and altering its use though a visual means. Christabel’s body of work lies in the 
methodology of drawing as a process for formulating ideas. She is interested in distilling 
utilitarian productivity by using scale and manufactured colour saturation, to contribute to the 
functions of society. 

 



Will Kendrick 

 

Operating in an age where digital technologies have increased exponentially our ability to 
produce and archive cultural artefacts, the work talks about the blurring of lines between the 
physical and digital realms, while referencing the collapse and paralleling of time that has marked 
Western cultural output since the mid-20th century. 

The works’ diverse forms and eclectic referents reflect a broad spectrum of human endeavour in 
our hyper-saturated, globally connected experience. From the spectacular to the banal, the work 
considers the hierarchical values we impose on these endeavors, and call into question notions of 
futility and pragmatism, in terms of their usefulness to the collective organism we call humanity. 



Heather Lander 

 

Our perception of reality, and how phenomena such as illusions and technology alter this, has 
become a key component to my work over the past few years. My work investigates how we 
recognise and keep hold of reality in a world that is working towards complete virtual immersion. 
The nature of – and the relations between – magic, illusion, reality and the virtual are central to 
my practice and my thought processes in the studio and everyday life. 

My current work adapts the traditional idea of the screen. It transforms it into sculptural 
elements using translucent, reflective and mirrored surfaces to exploit the properties of light. The 
idea of the physical versus the virtual drives my practice as the need to understand their 
differences and similarities is a constant objective. The more I investigate the virtual the more I 
feel the need to understand what effects it will have on art, and humanity as a whole. 



James McCann 

 

'The Film 'MONOMANIA 5' start with a scan of a ‘Cognitive Diagram’ which was given to me, 
this shifts around the screen for the duration and is layered on top of still images I compiled to 
form my own ‘Cognitive Diagram’. The main element of the film, is layered footage, re-adapted 
from an interpretive piece I made about Samuel Beckett’s ‘FILM’. ‘MONOMANIA 5’ also 
contains some of the more convulsive elements of my ’99 Music Videos’ project, and a specific, 
original sound piece. 

The re-adaptation of material is conceptual, in that it relates to the position of the artist, trying in 
vain to describe an unknown to themselves. It also relates to a Baroque, Horror Vacui, in trying 
to give real referential artistic accountancy to the experiential.’ 



Sara Moustafa 

 

I use the language of colour characteristically through material investigations in the form of 
installation. Strangely familiar is a black and yellow colour study and material investigation. This 
colour combination specifically refers to segregation systems of public space, by exploring the 
harsh material quality through this colour scheme I aim to highlight societal margins. Yellow 
lines on the road and hazard tapes forming barriers are reflected in a working process of material 
investigations, aiming to highlight societal divisions by comparing the fragility of colour with 
dominant industrial materials, subtly challenging the observer. These aspects of external space 
that directly refer to segregation systems of public spaces are referenced in a visual archive 
through the medium of photography. The flux of a construction site is reflected in a working 
practice of the constant arrangement within the gallery context being based on the chromatic and 
material properties of the investigation.  



Artists Bios 

Ross Birrell is an artist and Reader at The Glasgow School of Art. His work revolves around music, film, politics and place. 
Recent solo and collaborative exhibitions (with David Harding) include Where Language Ends, Talbot Rice Gallery, Edinburgh 
(2015), Winter Line, Kunsthalle Basel (2014), Duet, Rothko Chapel, Houston, Keats-Shelley House Rome (2013) and ASU Art 
Museum, Arizona (2012), You Like This Garden?, Portikus, Frankfurt am Main (2011), Guantanamera, Americas Society, New 
York, Galleri Rotor 1, Gothenburg, and Trades Hall, Glasgow International (2010). He has participated in group exhibitions at 
Talbot Rice Gallery, Museo Rufino Tamayo, Mexico City, Focal Point Gallery, Southend, XYZ, Athens, Cobra Museum of 
Modern Art, NL, Swiss Institute Rome, Kunsthalle Basel, Kunsthall Nurnberg. Work from his ongoing Envoy series was 
included in P_A_U_S_E, Gwangju Biennale, Korea (2002), Romantic Conceptualism, Kunsthalle Nurnberg/BAWAG 
Foundation (2007) and Counterpoint, Talbot Rice Gallery, part of Generation: 25 Years of Contemporary Art in Scotland (2014) 

Recent publications include An Envoy Reader (LemonMelon, London, 2014), You Like This Garden? Ross Birrell/David Harding 
and Douglas Gordon (Portikus, Frankfurt, 2014), Duet, Rothko Chapel (2013), Stand Up Now/3 Before 8 (Focal Point Gallery, 
Southend, 2012), Lift Me Up For I Am Dying (Swiss Institute in Rome/Kunsthalle Basel, 2010). Ross Birrell is represented by 
Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam. www.edbprojects.nl 

Paul Deslandes was born in Paris, France in 1989. He studied portraiture in London, and completed a MA at the Glasgow 
School of Arts. Working primarily in painting and sculpture Paul's work deals with an array of contemporary issue. Paul exhibits 
regularly in the UK and in Europe. He now lives and works in Glasgow. 
 

Christabel Geary is a Glasgow/Cork based Artist. She has recently graduated from Glasgow School of Art.  

Will Kendrick (b. 1983 in Blackpool, England) lives and works in Glasgow, Scotland. 
Kendrick is an award winning artist and has exhibited both nationally (Spike Island, Test Space, MMORPG, Bristol, England) 
and internationally (Up a Bit an to the Right, ROM8, Norway). 

Heather Lander is an American/British artist living in Glasgow, Scotland. Heather moved to Glasgow in 1997 and received her 
BA (Hons) in painting from the Glasgow School of Art in 1999. Heather was one of the founding members of the Chateau, an 
artist run studio and exhibition venue, in 2003. She has received recognition and support for her practice from Glasgow Life, and 
the Hope Scott Trust Foundation. In June 2015 Heather received an MFA with distinction from the Glasgow School of Art 
along with the Bram Stoker Award, given by the director of the art school each year for the most imaginative artwork in the 
degree shows. In April 2016 she will be exhibiting at The Briggait as part of Glasgow International. 

James Mc Cann is a Cork/Glasgow based sculptor, film maker and performance artist. 

Sara Moustafa ('91) a recent graduate from the Glasgow School of Art lives and works in Glasgow with Egyptian, Lithuanian 
and Scottish heritage. Actively aware of political tensions Moustafa aims to highlight, through the language of colour, societal 
divisions by comparing the fragility of colour with dominant industrial materials. Her practice is informed by the thriving flux of 
urban industrial spaces bordering common traffic apparatus with colour co-ordinated boundaries. 

*** 

Sarah Hayden 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  


